
 

Highpoints Podcast is a conversational style mentoring for small church pastors 

and leaders who desire personal growth and ministry development 

 

The Word We Do Not Want to Hear: WAIT 

 

Waiting can be treacherous, I wear my impatience daily, yesterday was not soon 

enough, three minutes after the hour is late, so how can I deal with the news 

“delayed?”  

If you are the kind of person who wilts when a date has been rescheduled or your 

plans have been “put off” then you are not alone. In a “hurry, hurry and get it done” 

world we are met with brick walls of resistance and unforeseen circumstances 

placing our agenda on the back burner.  

We tend to be “fast food” or “microwave” people rather than “slow cook” or “crock 

pot.”  

 

Maybe this will provide a skeleton schematic for your next delay: 

 

TIMING IS FLUID NOT ___________________________.  

Never cut a tree down in the wintertime. Never make a negative decision in the low 

time. Never make your most important decisions when you are in your worst moods. 

Wait. Be patient. The storm will pass. The spring will come - Robert H. Schuller 



TIMING IS DIFFERENT FOR _________________ _____________________. 

Patience is not the ability to wait, but the ability to keep a good attitude while 

waiting - Anonymous. 

My late is another man’s early. 

A father told his son to not be late, when the son arrives home at midnight, the 

father scolded the boy for being late. The son said, “I didn’t deliberately disobey. 

Your late is my early.” 

 

TIMING IS IN THE ________________ __________ ________________ NOT MINE 

God has perfect timing; never early, never late - Anonymous 

 

TIMING IS ________________________. 

Seasons determine your harvest but only after a season of planting.  

Patience is necessary, and one cannot reap immediately where one has sown - Soren 

Kierkegaard 

 

What do I do while I wait? This acrostic of WAIT may have some ideas: 

 

 

WORK ON _______________________ _____________________________ 

A busy man will wonder how the time went so quickly.  

 

Anticipate your ____________________ _________________________ 

If the project were complete -what would you do next -work on that. 

 



Invest in _________________________ 

Waiting is a great time for reading.  

 

Touch Other _______________________ ______________________ 

While you have a little time on your hands find someone who needs a friend. 

“For our own success to be real, it must contribute to the success of others.” – 

Eleanor Roosevelt. 

 

HIGHPOINTS PODCAST weekly mentoring, available on Apple Podcast, 

Spotify, Sticher, IHeartRadio and other podcast platforms 

BLOG laudell.wordpress.com Read the blog and download the Highpoint notes. 

LIFT, Living in Fullness Today at Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Church Source, 

Christian Book Distributor, Walmart and other book retailers. 
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ANSWERS: Concrete, different people, hands of God, growing, other projects, next 

steps, yourself, people’s lives. 
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